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ttng are · · tati d 
dstory to both eradicate existing vege on, an 

~:p':pare the ground surface as a sui~le seedbed an~ 

microenvironment for new regeneration. Seeds gernu

nate and seedlings establish after the regenerative distur

bance, usually within a very short period of years, and the 

new trees all grow up together in a single cohort. The 

development of the stand is so uniform that the even

aged yield tables that are discussed in connection with 

thinning, can be used to predict their development. 

Species that regenerate by this mode are pioneers that are 

very shade-intolerant, small-seeded, fast-growing, and 

early- to rnid-successional species. 

Pure even-aged stands usually persist only where the 

site ~onditions are so difficult that only one or two tree 

species can endure the environmental extremes of sites 

that are too dry, too wet, too cold, or too hot. Regional 

~pies where forest types are pre-adapted to lethal 

disturbances, and where true clearcutting might recreate 
such disturb 
~ ance can be found in the Intermountain 

rio~ the pinelands of the southeastern US, and the inte-

e-prone boreal of Canada (Table 8.1). On better 

The PractJa 

sites, severe disturbance can create conditions during 

the next establishment period that may be favorable to 

only one hardy species. On other sites, some pest or 

damaging agent may allow only one species to persisL It 

is also possible to create such stands by silvicultural 

treatment, although it is not necessarily easy to maintain 

them. On fertile moist sites in climates that are more 

moderate, true clearcutting may open the way for 

invasions by Jungles of mixed species, often including 

invasive species that are virtually impossible to control 

Creating the neces.wy conditions for establishment 

requires intensive site-preparation measures such as those 

desaibed in 013pter 7, and good knowledge that there Is an 

adequate and abundant seed source of desired pioneers that 

can oolonize the new open area quickly and completely. 

The Protocol 

The clearcut regeneration method involves only one cut. 

Clearcutting: this cut removes the entire canopy of the 

stand, leaving maximum growing space. Site prepara

tion is usually associated with the harvest, in order to 

create conditions for newly established seed germina

tion and seedling development. 

Misuse of the Term Clearcutting 

It might seem that the word •c1earcut• would be com

pletely understood, but it is used in ways that have very 

different meanings to different people. As a technical 

term of silviculture, clearcutting refers to treatments 

in which virtually all trees and other vegetation are 

removed, and almost all of the growing space becomes 

available for new plants. Tunber harvesting alone is usu

ally not sufficient to achieve a complete removal of veg

etation; that is one of the main roles of the site-preparation 

measures that were described in Chapter 7. If this kind 

of clearcutting is meant, it should be referred to as: 

true clearcutting, the clearcut method, silvicultural 

clearcutting, or complete clearcutting; sometimes the 

term clean cutting is used, from the British usage. 
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'Table 8.1 Examples ot the natural disturbance regimes of forest types and the species that can be regenerated b in Noith "merica. 
Y tr~e clea 

Region and species/ 
forest type 

lnttrlor borul 
lackp\ne 

Black spruce 

Pacilic Northwest 
Douglas-fir 

Red alder 

lntermountaln 
Lodgepole plne 

Engelmann spruce/ 
subalpine fir 

rc~t\ 
Dlstu!bance regime and return Interval 

Rtt"""' m""11s1M\ad!pln,wry b,_ 5-50 ,..,,, Se,,r, Slan~pl . · al Th t il h t acing 0 
better soils with longer return mterv s. e poores so s ave 1requent interv I res are Pine barren. The cones exhibit serotiny and require fire for release of seed and a s Prornott.~n lht gerlllln ~,u 
mineral soils 

auon on Like jack pine, the species spruce regenerates from cone-stored seed after a fire. Howe restricted to acidic organic bogs. Nearly all stands are replaced by fll'e at 50. to l50. Yer, spl'llt'tb Areas that have burned create a complex mosaic with unburned areas. Periodic extryear Intervals erne s · 
droughts promote larger and more lethal fire events urnrner 

Douglas-fir with its thick bark is the most fire-hardy tree of the Pacific Northwest where 1 
with a group of more shade-tolerant and mesic-loving species. Douglas-firs that survive c! co~ stand-replacing fires that can occur every 500-1000 years germinate well on mineral sou 5lastrophJc require a good mast year and a nearby seed source for quick establishment and stocking · eeds This wind-dispersed prolific seeder regenerates on moist sites, especially along riparian zon 

1 
strong competitor of Dou&las-fu in such areas. It regenerates from riparian flooding events es. t Is 1 sandy deposits or after fires that expose new growing space and mineral soil , on new 

The accumulation of fuels, insects, and climate, all interact to regenerate lodgepole pine in · 
stand-replacing fires. Howevu, these fires can form a mosaic; only in parts of its range do~ it ' exhibit serotiny and an ability to regenerate after hot fires. Lodgepole pine regenerates in monodominant stands at intervals of about 80-100 years. Stands can vary in stocking from open 
grown to very dense 

· . Both subalpine fir and Engelmann spruce are fire-sensitive, long-lived species at high elevation, easily killed in catastrophic wildfires that occur about every 150-400 years. These fires burn unevenly with . ; 
pockets of trees surviving and serving as a seed SOUICe. Germinants require mineral soil but can take many years to establish within thick herbaceous vegetation that erupts art-:r a fire Middle west 

Eastern cottonwood The shade-intolerant cottonwood, with wind• or water-dispersed seeds, coionizes new floodplains, 
deltas, and sandbars after severe flooding events of large river systems ' ', · Gulf Cout/aoutheut coastal plain 

Slash plne/longleaf pine Mature slash and longleaf pine are fire resistant Fue return intervals are 5-30 years with groundstory 
burns, and are generally not rtand replacing. Seed is produced during mast years and is dispersed 
effectively over-300ft (100m) &om a parent tree. Oean:utting in small areas can be effectively done, 
but seed-tree and other two- to three-aged (multi-aged) methods are more reflective of the actual 
regeneration cycle 

Loblolly plne/shortleaf Loblolly and shortleaf are less fire resistant than slash or longleaf but have simllar attributes. Low-
pine severity spring burns that expose mineral soil before seedfaJ1 is the most satisfactory way of regenerating loblolly. In a luge part of its range. it is the most shade-intolerant and fire-hardy species 

compared with Its more mesic-loving shade-tolerant hardwood associates Northern hardwood 
Paper birch 

Pin cherry/black cherry 

Source: Mark S. Ashton. 

Paper birch is a prolific produ'cei oflight-w~lght, wind-dispelled seed that requires mJneral soil to· 
colonize stand-replacing disturbances such as fire and landslides . Many cherry species regenerate after st.;d-replacing disturbances rn;m the soil seed bank. Both pin 
and black cherry are shade-Intolerants, relative to their associates (sugar maple/beech). Fire return 
intervals are long (500-1000 yean) and are stand replacing. greatly favoring cherry from the seed 
bank to the complete exclusion of other species, which are all fire sensitive 
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silviculture are disseminated by wind. In the tropics, 

where it is Jess windy, small birds and bats may play a more 

important role, but there are still a number of wind-dis

persed pioneer tree species such as Honduran mahogany. 

There are even species of river flood-plains, such as the 

tupelo gums of the bottomlands of the southeast, that can 

be regenerated after clearcutting by floating seeds. 

Wmd, water, and animals can carry a few seeds over 

very long distances. However, in regenerating forests, it 

is usually necessary to remember that the density of 

seeds deposited on a unit of ground surface varies 

inversely as some power of the distance from the source. 

The rest of this discussion about dispersal of seed into 

clearcut areas involves wind, but some of the same ideas 

may apply to other types of dissemination, and examples 

will be provided of other dispersal modes. 

ttie vu•- d ls the mo11 ""I' nnJnology of this boo • 

er.ido11, an silviculturaf te . . 

to the proper 

tion of Pure Stands 

R genera d" 
e Natural See mg . 

trom . tha . . 

. . . the site so much t it JS 

. exposes 
rrue dearcuwng ral ( r artificial) seeding, only when 

• I ·thnatu O • 

compatib e w1 bl f enduring full exposure to nun-

the species are capaThe o it is not suitable for certain 

ii and sun. us, nl th 

eral so I osure-intolerant species u ess ey 

Wind-dispersed seeds usually have win~, and moving air 

is usually turbulent enough that some seeds are lifted aloft 

rather than dropping only downward after being released 

from the cones or fruits. Where surrounding trees are the 

only source of seed, the clearcut area must be sufficlendy 

small (usually long and narrow) to allow for adequate dis

semination to all points. Safe widths for clearings to be 

stoclced by wind-dmeminated seed can range from one to 

six times the height of the adjacent timber from which seed 

will be dispersed, and depending on the size and weights of 

the various species. The normal direction of the prevailing 

wind during the season of seed dispersal should be known. 

and the clearing should be located so that its Jong axis is 

perpendicular to this direction. Unless the clearcut area is 

very narrow, the distribution of regeneration is lilcely to be 

uneven. Models demonstrate that to predict where wind

dispersed seeds will land, it is important to know the parent 

tree source in the adjacent forest, the prevailing winds at 

time of seed dispersal, and the seed mass. Knowing these 

factors, the great majority of seed is dispersed no further 

than a few tree heights from the edge of the adjacent forest 

(Greene and Johnson, 1996) (Fig. 8.1). 

shade-toledran( t expd sometimes not even then). However, 

are plante an d if 

this attribute of clearcutting can be of some a ~tage 

the goal is to encourage species of early-success1onaJ sta

tus and discourage seed regeneration of shade-tolerant 

Most dissemination occurs during dry, sunny weather 

when the winds are brisk and gusty. The most effective 

winds are frequently those that blow the dry interior 

regions of continents, but they are not necessarily of the 

same direction as the prevailing winds. In terrain with 

rugged topography, it is best to have the long axis of the 

clearcut opening run perpendicular to the contour lines, 

because the winds responsible for dispersal of seeds are 

usually altered in direction so that they blow up or down 

valleys. An example would be the seed dispersal of west

ern larch on the midslopes of the interior valleys of the 

northern and central Rockies (Schmidt, Shearer, and 

Roe, 1976). The seed source needs to be downslope of 

the area to be regenerated, so that seasonal dry winds 

that come from the valleys are effective. The width of the 

clearcut areas is often restricted by distances of effective 

seed dispersal. Various research has shown how the con

trol over the width of openings can determine whether 

species that happen to be undesirable. . 

The prospect of success with natural regeneration 

afterclearcutting, and the ways of securing it, vary widely 

depending on the source and means of dispersal of the 

seeds. These distinctions are so important that each will 

be considered separately here. 

Cfearcuttlng with Seeding 

from Adjacent Stands 

Sometimes it ls possible to clearcut a stand and depend on 

!eseeds that are dispersed from a nearby untreated stand 

~~ the regeneration . . With such an approach, the 

the P:nee~ersaJ _ls all-important. In the temperate zone, 

species that are best adapted to this kind of 
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Young ttmber 

Timber ol seed-bearing age 

Figure a., S 
within a cle eeo dis S. Ashton, arcut op~t~\ ~ 
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yellow, paper, or gray birch dominates regeneration in some northern hardwood forests (Marquis, 1966; Smith and Ashton, 1993; Liptzin and Ashton, 1999). 

example, Li et al. (1993) showed fro . ti. d . m sunu1ati 
aggrega ng an creating larger stands £ ons tL 

ti. £ 'al . or clearc ~I( 

As will be described in Chapter 9, the difficulties of producing seed dispersal over long distances can be mitigated by reserving individual trees, uncut strips, or groups of trees as sources of seed within the clearcut area. 

ca ons was pre erenti m reducing ed lit 'Pplj. tati. d . d . ge and fo.....,. f,,,. 
men on, an m so omg, created high . -~ ~,. d . . r 

erwll\dfi,.,,._ .. 
an more interior 1orest structure for certai .:-:'."'leis Third, natural disturbances that are la n Wildlife. have wide ranges of stocking, with some ::c~fttii regenerate or taking many years to recover. To g to 

landscape Scale Patterns of Operation Substantial research has demonstrated that true clearcutting as a silvicultural natural regeneration method is a sound method for the right circumstance and species (Isaac, 1943; Wahlenberg, 1965; Marquis, 1966; Schmidt, Shearer, and Roe, 1976; Lotan and Perry, 1983; Safford, 1983; Chrosciewicz, 1990). However, the scale and arrangement of stands at which it is applied is a problem, and there are many examples of inappropriate use. The major issues around clearcutting can be categorized as low aesthetic and amenity values, high fragmentation of the original forest structure and interior forest habitat, and increased proneness to windthrow, fire, and landslides. Such issues can be mitigated by careful planning in time and space. 

d d. rsal li . . 
overco~ 

see 15pe nutations, when stands are p l~e, adequate seed ~persal can be achieved by=tial or alternate cutting of the stand that is completed over a short period of time (e.g., 2-3 years) (Fig. 8.2). The alternate strips of trees within the stand act as a nearby seed source to regenerate the opening and technically are a temporary source of seed within the stand. Such an operation allows a clearcut to emulate the scale and intensity of a natural disturbance, but more predictab~ secure an even distribution of regeneration to meet commercial demands of establishing a new crop quickly, mitigating any detrimental erosion effects from ~occupied growing space, and meeting green-up regulations. 
First, there is growing evidence that any attempt to recreate the scale and intensity of natural disturbances 

with clearcuts, needs to consider the pattern and 
amount of variability in edge, opening sizes, and woody 
debris structures (Niemela, 1999; Cissel, Swanson and 
Weisberg, 1999; Niklasson and Granstrom, 2000; 
Bergeron et al., 2002). Much of this work has been d~ne 
in the Canadian boreal and the US northwest, matc~g 1 tti·ng arrangement, site treatment, and timmg, 
c earcu 

. • t ·ty nd 
'th known natural patterns of fire S1Ze, m ens1 ' a 

w1 . al (Cissel Swanson and Weisberg, 1999; 
return 1nterv • Bergeron et al., 2002). 

d tify 
. al odeling tools can be use to quan 

Second, spati m d atterns into indices that 
landscape-scale structures an P sed landscape-scale cut· 
can then be used to _asse~ pro;:d Chopping, 1996). For 
ting operations (Hames· oun 

Site Treatments Associated with Seeding -from Adjacent Stands 
. As previously stated, treatments associated with tr; clearcutting that prepare the soil surface for seed~~ dispersed from outside the stand, are considered e that · te treatments 

They are some of the most severe si • . thod In most cases, par 
accompany a regeneration me ·. market, slash titularly where there is no fiber or biomass burned to 

. harv be broadcast 
residue from the est can . . of a wildfire that 
simulate a more controlled conditi?n n. Such burns can 
prepares the seedbed for regeneratio . is an even still pose a risk of escape,_ so pile-~!!~r:!n piles are more controlled alternative, parti . od yof the year (see 
burned during the wet or cold pen urpose of both Chapter 7 for details) (Table 8.2). 1:l'e !I soil {or best kinds of burning is to expose nune 
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cutting section Cutting section 

RtgMtrorlon ofPu s 
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f operation to ensure seed dispersal by: (a) sequential strip dearcuttlng; or (b) alternate dearcuttlng of a stand. 

rigurt 8.2 llle pai::~lopment post dearcuttlng, showing the small difference In height due to regeneration lag of the strips that were 

{cl A profile of stan ) Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies. 
cut last. SoUtct: (at-C 

· 'lllble 8.2 Site ~ atm~nts that are often used with true 

c1ea,cutt1ng. . 

Sarface ,oil prepandon 

Ullllllyseveral treatments 
are clone In combination 
with each other to be most 
efl'ecliw 

Redaclng competition 

s.-Marks. Ashton. 

Example 

Pile and burning 
Chopping and crushing 
BroadcastbumJng 
Root ralclng and scarification 
Windrowing 
Disking and bedding 

Broadcast foliar application 
of herbicide 
Prescribed groundstory fire 

germination of light-seed species. Afrer pile-and-burn
ing. some additional scarification or use of herbicide for 
vegetation control may be needed. 

Where fire cannot be used because of air-quality 
or wildfire-risk concerns, the alternatives are few and 

often less desirable. Piles can be left unburned, scarifi
cation can be done, and/or broadcast application of 
herbicides can be used to control residual sprouting or 

seedbank vegetation. 
Where natural disturbances are less severe, desired 

site preparation can be less intensive. The combined 
use of herbicides and scarification in these cases can 

be the most effective site treatments. An example is 

the coastal plains and uplands of the southern US 

where natural fires are more frequent but less severe

as compared to certain interior boreal or intermoun

tain areas. 
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A concern for many of these kinds of intensive site 
treatments where there are strong energy and chip mar
kets for woody biomass, is the desire to harvest nearly 
the entire site such that there is no debris left to burn or 
to rot in place and return carbon and nutrients back into 
the soil. Temptation to use everything on marginal sites 
needs to be avoided at all costs. 

Clearcutting with Regeneration from Seed 
on the Site 

The restrictions set on the size of clearcut areas by seed
dispersal distances can clearly be avoided, if a supply of 
seed is stored on the trees or in the soil. With almost any 
species, a substantial amount of seed may come from the 
trees removed in clearcutting, provided that the cutting 
is made just before or after the release of seed in a good 
seed year. 

With most species, the only seed from the cut trees 
that is useful for regeneration is that which is produced 
in the current year. Among the exceptions are certain 
conifers that have stored seed in serotinous cones that 
open gradually over a period of years, as is true of black 
spruce, or that rarely open to any extent except under the 
influence of high temperatures. The most prominent 
species in the latter group are the jack and lodgepole 
pines of the northern US and Canada (Lotan and Perry, 
1983; Chrosciewicz, 1990) (Fig. 8.3). Many other 

localities that are subject to hot ftre al 
d . aft s so I._ repro uce m nature er crown fi •iave Pi 
. . . b ires. Se d nesi~. serotinous cones remains via le for Ill e s1

0 
·~ 

cial measures are often necessary to c any Years, buredt ~ . . reate th SIi this vast quantity of seed after cutting. e reiea;e· 
Some eucalypts have seeds stored on th Of 

released in abundance after hot fires. 'Ihi: trees that are 
second tallest tree species on earth, the ls true of the 
of southeastern Australia (Hillis and t0unta.in ash 
Investigations in Tasmania have shown that ;t:n, 1984). 
to create substantial amounts of dry fuel Ci nece~ 
burning to prepare seedbeds after clearcu~ Prescribed 
includes not only the logging debris from th g. 'l'he fud 
ash, but also that from the deliberate felling 

0
;

5 
mountain 

eucalypts of the understory. The resulting hot fir~ non. 
mountain ash regeneration without destroying es lllduce 
the organic matter incorporated in the mine:ch ~f 
Alternatively, less severe fires can induce regenerati SOiL 
less desirable eucalypts. on o( 

Adequate amounts of seed of a few species may remain 
viable in the humus layers beneath uncut stands for peri. 
ods longer than 1 year. One example is Atlantic white. 
cedar, the seeds of which are stored in large quantities in 
the poorly aerated peats on which this species grows 
(Little, 1950). Another is yellow-poplar (Clark and Boyce, 
1964), which requires high temperature or exposure to 
light in order to germinate. The seeds of the ash remain 
stored in the forest floor for 1 year because they take that 

' II ated lodgepole pf ne with older stands adjacent to It. Source: US Forest Service. Figure 8.3 A young stand of natura y regener 
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sources of seeds were scatt d 
trees in swales that esca ere seed trees or patches of 
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1s e m the understories at the time of the initlatin 
c}larscte['~ese spec: allow the embryos to su~ve for 

.,3nY O ble coats th y elapse between maJor fires 
JY' J11ea that ma . 
;r11Pet decades . e disturbances. They germma~e or 

fires or afterwards. g 

. Early in the .20th century, these forests were being liq

uida~ed by railroad logging in combination with cable 

yard1~g. As a result, clearcut areas were extended pro

gressively along the logging railroads. Even though only 

the best trees were harvested, the shifting of the yarding 

tJte m~Y regeneratiV roduce seeds and then die or 
, ,_;far uah to P f h . 

or S111 
.... 1 11g eno ,:, £xamples o sue species are 

noorishtoo the underst;t and Ceanothus, as well as the 

lapse in RubtJS, Ri , 
enera 

ill the~ d in cherry. 
rt-Jive P 

s/1° 1 ted with Regeneration 
nts ASsoc a 

erreatrne 
S1t5 ed on the Site cl arcuts that rely upon a seed bank 

of e nts for e "thin th 
S'te treatme "thin the forest floor or w1 e 

cables usually pulled over the rest of the trees, creating 

huge volumes of slash. Society at that time had no con

cern for f~r~st regeneration, but it did have the hope that 

laws reqwrmg broadcast burning of slash might reduce 

the dangerous wildfires of the time. 

0; se_e~ sou;:, ~:O be treated similarly to that for seed 

rernalJ11ng sJ d fr m adjacent stands. Seeds that are 

·'-•t is disperse 
O 

es should have the branches dis-
""' tinous con . 
within sero s the stand and then the site should 

Foresters had little to say about what was going on, and 

even at that, tended to be complacent about the very 

large size of the clearcut areas. There was the mistaken 

view that the seeds of Douglas-fir from the old stands 

would remain stored and viable in the forest floor for 

many years, even with clearcutting and slash burning. 

This view was based on the observation of the fine 

Douglas-fir regeneration that had appeared after fires in 

uncut stands. Foresters had discounted the importance 

of wind dispersal of seeds from adjacent stands or from 

scattered survivors. They did correctly perceive that a 

quick repetition of tree-killing fires would eliminate the 

conifers because the seed supply would be destroyed, 

whatever its source. Unfortunately, the otherwise good 

research that had been done about the regeneration pro

cess had omitted any good test of the long-term viability 

of Douglas-fir seeds. 

d nJyacros ' 
tribute eve b d (Chrosciewicz, 1990). If fire cannot 

d ast urne . 
be broa c fuJ alternative is to first pile the branches, 

be used, a use ils and then evenly redistribute the 
,tu the so , Th 

scaru, s the site prior to the heat of summer. e 

b nches acros 
ra will open with the high surface temperatures, and 

cones · d tha will th · 
. . ufficient to disperse the see t en gerrru-

this JS S th · h · f th 
Seeds that are within e orgaruc onzons o e 

nate. . ral il d 
il surface need to be exposed to rrune so an 

:armth from the sun by scarification (Leck, Parker, and 

Simpson, 1989; Thompson, 2000) (see Table 8.2). 

Applications of True Clearcutting: 

Case Studies from North America 

West Coast Douglas-Fir Region 

~e ~ost common criterion of adaptability to clearcut

ting is the capacity of a species to grow £:aster in height 

~-the undesira~le competitors. This is why clearcut-

g .is not well suited to those kinds of shade-tolerant 

species that grow slowly in the juvenile stages. The pio-

Cl
n.eer) vegetation (which includes the desired trees spe-

es grows so h f: 
species th . muc aster than the shade-tolerant 

at it would req · d aJ 
to maintain th . uire a great e of release work 

Thee l . em In the rapid vegetation growth. 
vo utton of sil . ult . 

fir rea;0 • Vic ure m the west coast Douglas-
.,. n proVldes a g d ill . 

lllent of th ii . 00 ustration of the develop-

liistoricallv eu sd Vlculture of pure even-aged stands. 
D ,, n er enf l 

OUglas-fir oft ire Y natural conditions, coastal 

en regenerated after lightning fires. The 

By the 1930s, it was shown (Isaac, 1943) that retention 

of living seed sources was crucial. Foresters began to 

have some modest influence on harvesting practices, and 

interest arose in regeneration provided that it cost little. 

For the frrst time there were tractors and trucks powerful 

enough to move the huge old-growth trees that could 

previously be logged only with cumbersome steam

driven machines. However, only the biggest and best 

trees had enough value to be harvested. 

These circumstances set the stage for ill-fated efforts 

to prolong the lives of old-growth stands by light partial 

cuttings referred to as "selective logging:' The cuttings 

were intended to operate as selection cuttings to create 

uneven-aged stands (Curtis, 1998). The only trees cut 

were commonly those roughly 3ft in diameter (lm); 

these were mostly the scattered surviving Douglas-fir, 

which in spite of their great size and age, were still the 

most durable trees in the old stands. Unfortunately, most 
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of the remaining trees were western hemlocks and true 
firs. The usual result was an acceleration of the pro~ess 
by which wind, fungi, and bark beetles break up anc~ent 
stands. By the 1950s, the whole episode was recognized 

FA 

as a fiasco to be quietly forgotten. hi 
During the next phase, clearcutting returned to fas on. 

By then it had been found, at least on the m0•st common 
kinds of sites such as those in western Washington, that 
reasonably good natural regeneration could be obtained 
from wind-borne seed, if the clearcuttings were less than 
about lOOacres (40ha) in size. It was also found that if a 
few seed trees were left within the cutting areas, the 
regeneration was better than when reliance was placed 
on adjacent uncut stands. . 

By the 1960s, however, attitudes toward forest cutting 
had changed to the point that state laws required forest 
regeneration. The large operations with cable-logging in 
old-growth timber also made it desirable to clearcut 
areas that were too wide for natural seed dispersal. Thus, 
there was a period during which aerial direct seeding 
was a common way of regenerating after clearcutting 
and broadcast burning of slash. 

Planting has subsequently become very common 
because of the willingness to invest money to ensure the 
prompt regeneration of properly spaced trees of the best 
available genetic qualities. Nevertheless, the evolution of 
silvicultural practice does not stop. It was soon found 
that the routine of clearcutting, burning, and planting 
was not a universal solution for the silviculture in the 
west coast Douglas-fir region. It tended to fail when 
efforts were made to extend it to sites that were either 
too wet or too dry. 

The most complete failures were at high elevations in 
the Cascade Range, where there are severe microclimatic 
extremes, and the true firs were the main species. 
Plantation failures were also common on certain sites in 
southwestern Oregon, where the rainless summers are 
longer than they are farther north (Seidel, 1979). True 
clearcutting with site preparation often produces erup
tions of red alder and undesirable shrubs when it is 
extended westward into the narrow coastal fringe. The 
fog-drip precipitation supports luxuriant stands of west
ern hemlock and Sitka spruce, which are advance-growth 
species. 

Another general problem associated with silviculture 
in the northwest in the recent past, especially on public 
lands, was the popular displeasure over the ugly appear
ance of clearcut areas. Although the use of shelterwood 
methods has increased somewhat, there is a remaining 
tendency to cling to clearcutting and planting as a 
standard operating procedure. Popular acceptance of 
plantation silviculture might be greater if it were simply 
limited to the numerous cases where it is essential. 
Currently, natural regeneration in the Douglas-fir type 
is less common than in any other forest type in the 

Pacific Northwest. The Forest p 
racr planting in northwest Oregon Wh ices Act . th f ere •L te germmants e year a ter harvest . 4 1ere qltlt 

3-year-old seedlings, 2 years later, 
8 
in order to lli1tgt ~ 

tually impossible to achieve with n °:ething ~rOd~ 
The requirements for other areas a rai regen t~'tlt. 

al . . are Jes el'ati..' but gener practice 1s to routinely Pia s restri ;1ll. 
that are harvested. Also, the interin· nt on au~ 
the seed- and seedling-eating animal ittent seeq ~ 
lar susceptibility of newly gernun:~:d the p~~ 
extremes of heat and drought make r 1• seedJ1n0, Cit. . . k ' e tance l)t to regeneration too ns y 1or areas u d 0n llatit 
timber production. n er co111rne~ 

Southern Pines 

The same sequence of events has somewh 
in the development of the silviculture of at :en p~ 
on the southeastern coastal plain (W:u em Pines 
Initially, there was widespread devastatito~ l987). 
combination of land clearance and annual~ ~ the 
improve grazing. Most first attempts at long-:ntng lo 
culture took the form of selection cutting Th nn sllvi. 
proved to be fairly effective as a me~ of :e elF~ 
existing growing stocks but were not very com~ 
with the hardwood-control measures necessary top~ 
lish pine regeneration. 

The period 1950-1970 witnessed the same quick 
progression from one method of establishing even. 
aged stands to another, mainly on industrial forests. 
Initially, the seed-tree method was the solution, but 
this method was generally replaced by aerial seeding 
when it was concluded that each technique required 
the same amount of site preparation. Then, when 
industrial owners became willing to spend money for 
prompt regeneration with well-spaced pines of good 
genetic qualities, planting became the common tech
nique (Wahlenburg, 1965). 

One useful illustration of the way silvicultural 
prescriptions should be fitted to the circumstances 
comes from observations in the well-watered loblolly 
pine stands of coastal South Carolina (Lotti, 196_1). 
Thus it is possible for systematic programs of thin· 
ning and prescribed burning to enable natural regen· 
eration by clearcutting throughout more than half of 
almost any year. The development of good seed bear· 
ers by thinning stands provides ample seed for regen· 

. i then effective eration almost annually. Regeneration s . tly if litter and understory hardwoods are sufficien n . . H sts betwee reduced by prescribed burning. arve ber 
March (the time of germination) and Seit:Ons; 
(when the seedling stems harden) are the ex P seed 
during these 7 months it is necessary to reserrgglnS 
trees to allow recovery from any losses from ~der damage to succulent seedlings. During the rem 
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objectives~ best achieved by partial cutting systems. 
Regeneration of the southern pines can be obtained by 
~~ost any method that provides for controlling compe
ti~on from hardwoods, if there is enough sunlight and 
pme seeds or seedlings are on the g.round (Hu, Lillieholm, 

p,.cto sed in d for rneet1n 

d js, u re use -------:-:-----=~~~----=~--:-~---------------, 
all tl10ds a hard pines on the Gulf Coasts of Mississippi and Alabama using the strip clearcut file I g southern 

and Burns, 1983) (Box 8.1). 

nerat n 
9 1 Rege thod, 

eo" · ation rr,e Regeneration 
regener 

1,1ctlol'1 lantatlon forestry Is now the 
111trod utheast region, ~::tion (Fig. 1). Hlstorlcally, many 
111 the so mode of rege d with natural regeneration and 
dol1'11oant downers worke Improve wildlife habitat (Kushla, 
private :~~o, partfcularl!r~o long-lived shade-Intolerant plo
sorne st southern pines en conditions. To varying degrees, 
2009), t grow well In °~ most adapted to surviving fire 
nee rs t: adapted to fire. vl:e a seed source are longleaf and 
.,,est :odln9 tree that ~ro fne are more likely killed standing 
as ash~ Virginia and san

1 
bpranches exhibit serotlny. Southern 

sla ' es on the r f through blrt the con erated In a number o ways 
,oes can be . regen helterwood, or selection methods. 

The clearcut strip method Is a technique suitable for pines 
that have prolific seed production and relatively frequent 
mast years (e.g., loblolly, shortleaf, and Virginia pines) 
(Ag. 2). logging should be done on the leeward side of 
prevalllng winds In approximately 200-foot-wlde strips to 
ensure adequate seed from the adjacent mature stand 
(Kushla, 2009). After logging, site preparation that Includes 
crushing and chopping the groundstory slash and scarify
Ing the so11 surface Is Important In certain drcumstances, 
slash may be piled and burned or broadcast burned. Spring 
burning often helps facilitate seed dispersal ofVlrglnla pine 
slash because of Its cone serotlny. 

P uttfng, seed-tree, s 

d~~ ------:--------------:-----7~~-7 

• r . 

D Shortleal - loblolly pine 

- Longleal - slash pine 

s 

'-=-

Bo
0 

• • • • • DA 
Fo xa., Figure 1 Pine forest type distributions for the major southern pine species of the southern states. Source: Adapted from US rest Service. , 

(Continued) 
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Box 8.l (Continued) 

The silviculture of the southern pines is very similar to 
the methods used in other parts of the world for many other two- and three-needle pines. Among these are Pinus radiata, which is native to an area of only a few thousand acres on the Monterey Peninsula of California, but grown on millions of acres in Mediterranean climates around the world (Lewis and Ferguson, 1993), Pinus halepensis of the Mediterranean, and Pinus sylvestris, the most important European pine. 

Closed-Cone Pines: Jack, Lodgepole, and Pitch Pine 
The species of pines that have serotinous cones are the one important group that is generally more satisfactorily regenerated by clearcutting than by any other method. H the cones are truly serotinous, the seed crops can be stored in the crowns of the trees for many years, and there is no necessity of reserving the standing trees. The main problems are to get the cones to open and to expose enough mineral soil. If all of the cones on standing trees remain tightly closed, it may be futile to reserve any trees strictly for a source of seed. It is not possible to duplicate the severe crown fires that originate these stands, so the effects of the fires must be simulated by other means. Reasonably successful techniques for this purpose have been developed for jack pine in the Great Lakes Region (Smith and Brown, 1984; Be~ie, 1977), and s~nd pine on the old raised beach deposits of.co~stal ~ond~. The lodgepole pine of the Rocky Mountains IS qmte variable in the closed-cone habit over the range of the 

5474166 

Box 8. 1 Figure 2 F· loblolly pine (Pinu ifteen.Yea 
ha:'ested in a strl s taeda) ~~Id 
being chipped an~clearc~ts19 
being scarified for s~he sou 5~;% 
from the adjacent sta ed dispersa~b Forest Service nd, So~•c . , t~s 

species, and so it must be handled carefully with full co • 
sideration of the degree of serotiny the tree has wi~ the region of focus (Baumgartner et al., 1985; Lotan and Perry, 1983; Schoennagel, Turner, and Romme, 2003) (Box8.2). 

The first step is exposure of the mineral soil by mechanical scarification. If most of the cones are tightly closed, then the cones or cone-bearing slash must be scattered over the area in such a manner so that a sufficient number of cones lie exposed to the sun within 5 in (15 cm) of the ground. Within this zone of sluggish air movement, temperatures may increase to about 120'F (SO'C), which is the melting point of the resin that seals the cone scales. The necessity of such high surface tern· peratures poses a dilemma because they cause heat injury to the seedlings, so some of the seeds must fail 
into small spots shaded by forest debris. 

It would be ideal if the scarification could be done 
before clearcutting, but it is usually done afterward 0~~y appropriate modifications of harvesting procedures. e most common technique is to disk the areas after cutting and then lop and scatter the slash. If these steps adre 

b · d unopene • reversed, the cones are likely to be urie d 'th Success can also be achieved if the slash is bunche wi 
gh cones are bulldozer root rakes, provided that enou tiJJl' es 

d ii Some broken off and deposited on scarifie so ·. from the the dense little clusters of seedlings that ~riS~t kind of opening of cones on the ground pose a diffic ning is precomrnercial thinning problem. If slash biash that necessary, it must be limited to the part of tbe 
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current production. The assumption that these species 
are always serotinous has led to regeneration failures in 
cases where reliance was placed on stored seeds that did 
not exist (Wyoming Forest Study Team, 1971). If some 
cones open and some do not, it is often necessary to 
compromise between the two approaches. Variations in 
cutting practice, degree of scarification, and slash treat
ment can be employed to reduce the risk of getting exces
sively dense natural regeneration that is likely to stagnate. 

c to e 11arrow 
~ ,11t iJl . . the central provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba, Canada. 
c1elll' • Jack p1,1rn:e~1~n..::...--------=::;:::::::-:;:=:;-::::::;;:-;;:-:=====-::::~;:-:;;:l 

eneratin9 - · require open mineral soils for best gennlnatlon. For this. the 
,c s.2 f!eg Id true clearcut method Is the best method at securing natural 90 

11,tio11 nodomfnant stands across aw e regeneration providing the slash with the cones Is evenly 
1ntrod rests form moeal region of canada and tht ~~ distributed across the site after harvest (Ag. 2). A broadcast 
Jack pine f~e interior bor tes on poor, sandy soils of 9 ac a bum can open the cones and distribute the seed or slash 
1311ge oft k pfne domfna Us shallow to bedrock. They pre- exposed to a few hot summer days on top of scarified soils Is 
(fl9· 1), Ja~ or granitic s~n Shield, the ancient land mass satisfactory. Summer Is therefore the best time for harvesting 
1oess orl9 'n the can ad rth America. Species associating so soils can be scarified (the snow and frozen ground In winter 
d0,01nate :ore of proto-~o black spruce and, on the more harvests protects the son surface from scarification) and seeds 
that IS 

th
e tter soils loclu e nd aspen. Jack pine Is main- germinate with the rains In the next spring. Regeneration Is 

on the :is, white spru~eb; stand-replacing flres that can thick and prollflc growing fast for the first 20 years « so 
fertile on the paor site nd sometimes more frequently. but very susceptible to fire; by 60 years stands start to show 
tafned very so-60 years a decadence and break apart and the cycle d regeneration 
occur e · . needs to be repeated. Jack pines are susceptible to dwarf 

eneradon th seed Is stored In cones mlstletoe and a number of Insects (budworm) and diseases 
Reg exhtbltSserotfnywhereb~ :r from the sun. seeds (bllghts)thatflreoftencontrols. 
Ja(kptne with heat either from re 
that open . 

Range of Jack pine . 

Box 8.2 Fl . . N rth America Source: Adapted from US Forests gure 1 A range map depicting the distribution of Jack pine (Pinus banksiana) In ° · ervtce. . . , 

(Continued) 
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Box 8.2 (Continued) 

(a) 

UGA12,00009 

(b) 

l 

UGA4799055 
Box 8.2 Figure 2 (a) Two-year-old jack pine established after a clearcut with the slash disked and distributed for seed dispersal and 
;iermination. Source: C. Merrit, Purdue University, Bugwood.org. Reproduced with permission from D. J. Moorhead. (bl Clearcuts and 
;eed tree methods (see Chapter 9) arranged to mimic a natural fire pattern in Manitoba, Canada. Source: F. Baker, Utah State 
Jniversity, Bugwood.org. Reproduced with permission from Bugwood.org. 

owever, if all the cones are truly serotinous, definite forts must be made to open them; the difficulties are mpensated only by the fact that the size, shape, and rangement of clearcut areas can be governed entirely considerations other than seed dispersal. ~n important incidental advantage of clearcutting in ? management of lodgepole pine is that it provides one the surest means of eradicating infestations of the 

parasitic seed plant, dwarf mistletoe (Hawksworth and Sharf, 1984). Because the seeds of the pathogen must come from living trees, it is necessary only to prevent slow re-infestation from adjoining stands adjacent to the clearcut areas. With partial cutting, the mistletoe is very likely to spread from the old stand to the new, unless great care is taken to cut all the infected trees of the pre• vious crop (Baumgartner et al., 1985). 
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. . The seed-Tree Method 
erat1on, 

~i3ttJ 

aegerl 
,al"" th!pecies r~generated with the seed-tree method require 

. on . same kind of open conditions and lethal site treat 

d"''tl harvest is earned out to ments as ~ose regenerated with a true clearcut method of 
1r1tfO d tree tJ'lethO:•i: a mature stand, le)aving a ;generation. The difference is that the focus species in 

i11e see ~ of thedtr~e trees ( called seed ~ ees todprlo- ~ seed-tree method have seed that is poorly dispersed. 

1tl ~ 1110s f resi u . a succeeding stan . n an thus _needs a nearby parent tree source within the 

re~11t!J1li,e~ofor regener~::i!sted soon after the new regenera~ stand to secure satisfactory stocking. The 

¢1 iJte see d trees are h d The stand will have a meth~o~dispersalitselfisinclusiveofspeciesthatregen-

&oce ~t, the see '-een establis eer· 1·od but it will return to erate within clearcuts (. dis 
er"' e v h rt p , . i.e., persed by wind, water, small 

~illgs .ha:cwre for a ::er the seed trees have been bU'd, bat). _Species that regenerate prolifically in clearcuts 

twi',11ged s~d structure e method include the seed tree are not dispersal-limited, and will seed into seed-tree 

all e~11-aSvariations in th and harvest patterns; these trea~ stands automatically (see Chapter 8). Examples of 

sted· . of cutting, species that 
~ tirniflg . . this chapter. . regenerate prolifically without seed-trees 

nuflli,ersi,bed in detail ~ rporated into the seed-tree mclude the very shade-intolerant species such as b=-'--

descr be inco th will uu~ 

,re rve trees can aJntain a long-term ~o- to ree- ~ns, ows, sycamore, and red alder, which produce 

.Resed in order to m R rves can include intact forest qwte s~ seeds that are dispersed in large nwnben over 

,netb; rest strUcture· es:ires. This method is called long distances •. In addition, there are species that genni-

ag~i.:S and other struc and is described in detail in nate from buned seed banb {pin cherry), and species 

nAlU' __ .1th reserves, d fin d from tin (I 
reel uee w• .. ,1th reserves are e e as sero ouscones odgepolepine,jackpine). 

se 11 Systems ... cl dis "b · Seed ._,_ erated 
Ch9pter · f their multi-age- ass tr1 ution ·u=regen stands usually comprise mixtures: 

iae,uiar beca:t:rogeneous canopy structure. pioneers suited to clearcuts as wen as the heavy-seeded 

and their inoreal f the seed-tree method is to regener- species that are the focus of the method ftsel! The seed-

'fhe main go ~t have fairly large seed, often par- tree method does not favor tree species that require partial 

ate tre~ ~r:!~aI-dispersed seed, and are intolerant shade and moisture for germination or that rely upon \'1!1-

tlallYWlll 
1
- t of full sun. The method usually requires · etative propagation. H~ the method is often used in 

Or mid-to eran · ti"ti" combinad ·th cl fo 
mineral soil with little or no vegetative compe on. on WI earcuts r species that are compati-

bare rabl tree species for the seed-tree method include ble with both regeneration methods, espedaDy for spe-

Fa~ pin:s and spruces, Douglas-fir, tulip-poplar, ash, des that have some degree of dispersal limitation and site 

:~ mahogany, which all have a wing-like structure preference for best germination (e.g., Douglas-th; south-

attached to the seed. However, tree species that pro- em pines). Regional examples where forest types are pre-

duce nuts and rely upon gravity and rodents for their adapted to lethal disturbances are therefore in the same 

dispersal (e.g., oaks, chestnuts, hickories) can some- types as where true clearcuts are practiced. Howevei. seed-

times be successfully regenerated through seed-tree tree methods emulate sub-lethal disturbances (e.g., where 

methods as well. Irrespective of their mode of disper- several trees survive the crown fire), rather than a lethal 

sal, most trees that require the seed-tree method disturbance. Seed-tree methods thus reflect areas of a dis-

are masting, .. meaning that they fruit prolifically, turbance such as a wildfire. where individual trees survive 

but at very erratic intervals of time (e.g., once every becauseofashelteredaspectorclosedistancetowaterthat 

lO years). Using the functional guild categorization (see served to protect individual trees. Similar to clearcuts, the 

~te~ 5), these species would be considered long- seed-tree method is appropriate for many sites in the 

ved pioneers of stem exclusion or late-successional Intennountain West, the pinelands of the southern US, 

canopy dominants. and the interior fire-prone boreal of Canada (Table 9.1). 

~ ~orest Ecology, Tenth Edltion. Mark S. Ashton and Matthew J. Kelty. 
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